
EasySpell.V12 - Vocabulary

Section 1

inflame, inflate, inflict, informal, informed, informer, inhabit, inherit, inhibit, initials, initiate, injected, 

injured, innocent, inquire, inquiry, insanity, insecure, inserted, inspect, inspire, install, instance, instant, 

instead, instinct, instruct, insulate, insulin, insulted, insured, integral, intended, intense, interact, intercom, 

interest, internal, interval, intimacy, intimate, intrigue, intrude, intruder, invader, invalid, invasion, 

invented, inventor, invested, investor, invited, inviting, invoice, involve.

Section 2

ironwork, irrigate, irritate, isolate, isolated, itching, itemise, kneecap, knitted, knitting, knuckle, krypton, 

mystery, mystify, mythical, obedient, obituary, obscene, obscure, observe, observer, obsessed, obstacle, 

obstruct, obtained, obvious, occasion, occupant, oceanic, octopus, offence, offended, offering, officer, 

official, omelette, oncoming, onetime, opening, operate, operator, opinion, opponent, opposing, opposite, 

optical, optician, optimism, optimist, optimum, optional, oratory, ordinary, organic, organise.

Section 3

organism, organist, origami, original, ornament, orthodox, ostrich, ovation, overact, overall, overcast, 

overcome, overdose, overeat, overfill, overflow, overhang, overhear, overheat, overload, overlook, 

overrate, overripe, oversee, overtake, overtime, overuse, overwork, oxidise, oxidised, pharmacy, 

pheasant, phonetic, physical, physics, plankton, plaster, plastic, platinum, playful, playpen, pleasant, 

pleased, pleasing, pleasure, plugged, plumage, plumber, plumbing, practise, preacher, precede, precious, 

precise, predator.

Section 4

predict, preface, pregnant, prelude, premier, premiere, prenatal, prepaid, prepare, prepared, presence, 

present, preserve, pressure, prestige, pretend, prettier, prevent, preview, previous, prickle, primary, 

princess, printed, printer, printout, priority, prisoner, privacy, private, probable, probably, problem, 

proceed, process, proclaim, produce, producer, product, profaned, profits, profound, program, progress, 

prohibit, project, prolific, prolong, promise, promises, promote, pronoun, propane, properly, prophecy.

Section 5

prophesy, prophet, proposal, propose, prospect, prosper, prostate, protect, protein, protest, protrude, 

proudly, proverb, provide, province, provoke, prudence, prudent, prudish, psychic, pygmies, pyjamas, 

pyramid, rhetoric, rhombus, rhubarb, rhythmic, scalpel, scandal, scanner, scarcely, scarlet, scatter, 

scenario, scenery, sceptic, schedule, science, scissors, scorpion, scramble, scraper, scrapped, scratch, 

scratchy, sculptor, shaking, shallow, shameful, shampoo, sharing, sharpen, sharper, sharpest, sharply.

Section 6

shelter, shepherd, sheriff, shiniest, shipping, shocked, shocking, shoelace, shooter, shooting, shopping, 

shortage, shortcut, shorten, shorter, shortest, shortly, shoulder, shouting, shrunken, shuffle, shutter, 

shyness, skeleton, skilful, skilled, slammed, slapped, slavery, sleeves, slender, slightly, slimmed, slimmer, 

slipped, slipper, slippery, slowest, sluggish, smaller, smallest, smarter, smashed, smoking, smoothly, 

smuggle, smuggler, snobbish, snowman, spacious, spaniel, spanner, sparking, sparkle, sparkler.

Section 7



sparrow, spastic, spatula, speaker, special, specific, specify, specimen, spectrum, speller, spelling, 

spending, spilled, spinach, spiteful, splendid, splinter, sponsor, spoonful, sporadic, spotted, sprained, 

sprayer, springy, sprinkle, sprinter, sq1ueeze, squirrel, staccato, stadium, stagger, stagnant, stagnate, 

stammer, standard, stapled, stapler, starfish, starling, starving, station, stature, statute, steadily, stealing, 

steamer, sterile, stiffly, stitches, stomach, stopper, storage, straggle, straight, strained.

Section 8

strainer, strange, stranger, strangle, strategy, strength, stretch, stretchy, strictly, strings, stripes, stripped, 

strongly, struggle, stubborn, student, stumble, stupidly, sturdily, stylish, swallow, sweater, sweeten, 

sweetest, sweetish, sweetly, swelling, swimmer, swollen, syllabic, symbolic, symmetry, sympathy, 

symphony, symptom, synapse, syndrome, synonym, syringe, systemic, thankful, theatre, theology, 

theories, therapy, thermos, thicken, thicker, thickest, thickly, thieves, thinking, thinner, thinnest, thirsty.

Section 9

thirteen, thistle, thorough, thought, thousand, threaten, thrilled, thriller, through, throwing, thunder, 

thyroid, trachea, tractor, traffic, tragedy, trainee, trainer, training, traitor, tranquil, transfer, transmit, 

treasure, treasury, tremble, triangle, tricked, trickery, tricycle, trigger, triplet, tripods, tripped, triumph, 

trivial, trolley, tropical, trouble, trousers, truancy, truants, trumpet, trustful, truthful, tweezers, twelfth, 

twenties, twisted, twisting, typhoon, typical, tyranny, ugliest, ugliness.

Section 10

umbrella, unarmed, unasked, unaware, unbeaten, unbelief, unbroken, unbutton, unclean, uncommon, 

uncover, underage, undergo, undress, unequal, unevenly, unfairly, unfasten, unhappy, uniform, universe, 

unjustly, unkindly, unknown, unlikely, unlucky, unmarked, unmoved, unscrew, unsettle, unstable, 

unsteady, unusual, unwanted, unwashed, unworthy, upcoming, updated, upgrade, upstairs, uranium, 

urgency, urgently, urinate, useless, usually, utensil, utility, whaling, whatever, whenever, whether, 

whisper, whistle, whitest, whitish, whoever, wrapped, wrapper, wreathe, wreaths, wrestle, wrinkle, 

writing.
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